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Topics
Title: 360-degree view of Blockchain and its deployment in energy constraint
consumer devices
Abstract: In today's connected world, resource-constrained devices are deployed
for sensing and decision-making applications, ranging from smart cities to
environmental monitoring. Those recourse constrained devices are
interconnected to create real-time distributed networks popularly known as the
Internet of Things (IoT). Current security solutions are problematic when there is
a centralized controlling entity. The Blockchain is gaining a lot of interest in
these domains to secure the system by ignoring centralized dependencies. A
consensus mechanism in Blockchain plays a vital role in making the whole
security solution decentralized. Due to the resource limitations of the IoT
devices, traditional Blockchain consensus may not be the best solution to secure
with desire system performances. Proof-of-Authentication (PoAh) is a consensus
mechanism dedicatedly developed and designed for resource constraint
consumer devices and further integrated with hardware security primitives called
Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) to solve scalability, latency, and energy
requirement challenges. This talk will answer the following questions to the
audience: (1) What is Blockchain? (2) What is it’s advantages over traditional
security solutions? (3) What are the drawbacks in integrating Blockchain in
energy constraint consumer devices? (4) What is the PoAh and it's consequences
in integrating PUF? (5) Does this secure both device and data?
Title: PUF-Based robust security solution designing for the Internet of Medical
Things
Abstract: Various commercial off-the-shelf components are available for the
development of communication-enabled consumer electronics devices. In the
case of the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) for smart healthcare, there are
also many hardware and software vulnerabilities that the attackers can take
advantage of to
gain access to the system. This opens new doors to attackers who can take
advantage of various vulnerabilities to attack the entire network and compromise
the system's integrity. The traditional cryptographic techniques may not be
sufficient to provide the healthcare application's required level of security. The
Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) are being developed as a security
primitive that can generate random numbers on the fly and feed them to
strengthen the overall security mechanism. PUF is hardware that uses the
variability in the physical world, such as process verification during device
fabrications. The talk will address many questions as follows: (1) what is the
IoMT? (2) What are the security vulnerabilities of IoMT? (3) What are the
drawbacks of current security solutions? (4) How is PUF going to strengthen the
security solutions?

Title: Software-Defined Perimeter: The future of simultaneous device and data
security
Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) is becoming a backbone of sensing
infrastructure to several mission-critical applications such as smart health,
disaster management, and smart cities. Due to the resource-constrained nature of
sensing devices, IoT infrastructures use Edge datacenters (EDCs) for real-time
data processing and decision-making. Generally, EDCs communicate with IoT
devices in emergency scenarios to evaluate data in real-time. Protecting data
communications from malicious activity becomes a key factor, as all the
communication flows through insecure channels. The current communication
security pattern of "communication before authentication" leaves a "black hole"
for intruders to become part of communication processes without authentication.
Software-Defined Perimeter (SDP) is a groundbreaking concept. It is developed
to shifts the security models from a network-centric approach to a device-centric
security approach by authenticating devices before communication is
established. A trusted controller is initialized to authenticate and establishes the
secure channel between the devices before they start communication between
themselves. The centralized controller draws a perimeter for secure
communications within the boundary to ensure both device and data security.
The talk will elaborate on the concept, working model, use cases, pros and cons,
and SDP's future research.

